**Borrd Software Engineering Internship**

Ever wonder what you need to know to work at a software start-up?

Find out from a UCLA CS graduate with years of start-up experience!

I’m looking for help in getting my website of the ground. I’ll sit down and train you in what you’ll need to know to become a full-stack programmer. The website is intended to be place to play strategy board games, so European-style board game enthusiasts are encouraged to apply.

$400/week

**Hard Requirements:**
- Must have an Apple or Linux computer.
- Must know some Python.
- Must know about Networking (CS118) and Programming Languages (CS 131)

**Desired Prerequisites:**
- Experience with css or jquery
- Experience with web frameworks
- Experience with git
- Access to an iPad

I am hoping to improve the front-end design, and add one game to the site.

If interested, please email me: michael@borrd.com